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Summary 

This report has been conceived in light of the development and release 

of the STYLPROTM SqueezeTM makeup sponge cleaner and STYLPROTM 

Sponge SparkleTM makeup sponge cleanser. This document is intended 

to give insights into the claims and data given in official STYLIDEAS 

content. Such content includes information regarding the STYLPROTM 

SqueezeTM and STYLPROTM Sponge SparkleTM including the product 

packaging and packaging contents, information on the STYLIDEAS 

official websites (styltom.com & STYLPRO.com), and information on 

the STYLIDEAS official amazon pages. This supplementary information 

is relevant at the date this document was published and is superseded 

by any future revisions of this document. This document details the 

following: statistics used in advertising, supplementary safety 

information, further information regarding product comparisons, and 

clarifications for any claims and terminology used for advertising or 

informing users. For any questions regarding the information in this 

document or for clarifications regarding information that is not found 

in this document, please email teamtom@styideas.com.  
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1.0 Alternative Cleaning Methods 

Throughout our communications about the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of alternative methods of cleaning makeup sponges, 

all information and sources are derived from the information found within the sections below. 

Hand Washing 

Our in-house testing has found that the cleaning of a makeup sponge conducted by hand with soap or cleanser under running 

water can take on average between five to eight minutes to achieve a truly thorough clean. According to the experts at Waterwise, a non-

governmental organisation founded for the express purpose of encouraging the reduction of water consumption, running water from a 

standard tap uses approximately six litres of water per minute (Waterwise, 2021). This would mean that washing a makeup sponge by hand 

using running water uses between 30 to 48 litres. It should be noted that to effectively kill bacteria using temperature, high temperatures 

and long exposure times are both required. These temperatures range from around 50-75°C and inactivation times ranging from a few 

seconds to minutes. One example is E. Coli, a bacteria commonly found on makeup sponges, with a Log6 inactivation time (time to kill 

effectively all bacteria) of approximately 30 minutes at 60°C (WHO, 2015). However, many bacterium types require temperatures of a much 

higher level for sufficient inactivation. The inactivation time increases considerably as the temperature decreases in conjunction. Tap water 

of a high temperature can be found to be approximately 40°C. This temperature is considered very low in the context of the effective killing 

of bacteria and would therefore not be regarded as a high enough temperature to appropriately kill bacteria, most especially the more 

harmful types that can be found on makeup sponges. In addition to this, bacteria are most often incubated at 37°C, which is regarded as the 

ideal incubation for the growth of bacterial colonies. As a result of this, we can conclude that hand washing exposes the sponges to ideal 

incubation conditions for bacteria, which produces not only a temperature similar to internal body temperatures, but further to this, a moist 

environment ideal for growth. Therefore, any bacteria that have not been washed off of a makeup sponge during the handwashing process 

will thus have ideal conditions to grow (Bashir & Lambert, 2020). In corroboration, it is also commonly agreed and widely established that 

regular soap does not in fact kill bacteria (Harvard Health Publishing, 2007). Soap as a substance is simply surfactants, which allows oils to 

mix with water to be washed away from a surface, such as the natural oils from hands. Thus, using soap during the handwashing process of 

makeup sponges does not effectively kill bacteria. Based on our internal study, see Section 5.0, around 1/3 makeup sponges we received 

were washed by hand. The cleanliness of these sponges was poor, averaging 4007 RLU measured with a 3M Cleantrace. This is well above 

any of the cleanliness standards set out by 3M and means these makeup sponges are quite unsanitary surfaces. 

Washing Machine 

In the process of cleaning makeup sponges, utilising the washing capabilities of washing machines leads to a similar principle as 

the process of washing a makeup sponge by hand. In this case, within the context of attempting to rid the makeup sponge of bacteria, a 

more moderate temperature: 10°C to 60°C, is utilised. The washing machine creates an environment that allows more time to kill the 

bacteria than the process one partakes in when washing by hand, making a 60°C washing cycle likely more effective than hand washing; 

however, this is still not an ideal condition whereby many harmful bacteria would be killed (WHO, 2015). Much of the method behind the 

proper cleaning of a makeup sponge comes from the removal of the contaminated water. This would supposedly take place during the spin 

cycle of a washing machine; however, this is challenging and usually an ineffective feat. Sponges are inherently difficult to drain without 

physical intervention, the sponge itself requires pressing and squeezing in order to sufficiently rid the sponge of the contaminated water. 

Thus, one of the most integral stages of the cleaning process cannot occur whilst using a washing machine. In fact, this is one of challenges 

that our makeup sponge cleaner deals with during the high-speed spin phase. Additionally, it is a risk to wash a makeup sponge alongside 

clothing, as the oils and pigments in the makeup that are thus released from the sponge during the cleaning process can easily stain the 

aforementioned clothing items. If the said makeup sponge is instead washed on its own, we can easily conclude that an unusually large 

amount of water would be wasted: 50 litres per wash (In The Wash, 2018). To reach our final point within the context of the washing machine 

process, washing machines rely on clothing sliding past each other and a high-speed spin cycle. These conditions are perfect for causing 

abrasion on the surface of the sponge, leading to rips and tears, ultimately degrading the surface of the sponge and likely causing irreparable 

damage. 

Microwave 

Another commonly used process that utilised by those who use and clean makeup sponges is to try to rid their makeup sponges 

of both makeup and bacteria using a common kitchen microwave. Our research on the topic of washing makeup sponges, alongside side 

our investigations of this topic, have revealed that many of the online techniques for using a microwave to clean a makeup sponge fail to 

sufficiently boil the water to help sterilize the makeup sponges. The principle behind using the microwave is that by placing the makeup 

sponge in a bowl of water, placing said bowl and sponge into the microwave and heating the items within is that the process can kill the 

bacteria by heating water that is inside and in contact with the makeup sponges. The actual cleaning of the sponge itself, however, is carried 

out in a much similar fashion to hand washing or soaking in soapy water or cleanser. Physical removal of the soap and dirty water is required, 

using much of the same processes and water use as the activity of washing makeup sponges by hand; however, by utilising the microwave 

within this process, the overall method requires further steps and time as a direct result of the makeup sponges containing very hot or 

boiling water. This can lead to a risk of the washer burning themselves in the process, as the sponge has soaked up this extremely hot water, 

usually allowing the user to go unaware of the true heat of the sponge until the sponge is squeezed by hand during the rinsing stage. There 

is also a notable risk of destroying the makeup sponges in the microwave, causing the centre of the sponge to become hard and deformed, 

a notable result we came across during our investigations as a result of cutting microwaved sponges open. The heat-caused deformation 

also effects the open cells of the sponges and degrades sponge micro-structure. As such, microwaving requires vigilance or trial and error 

to make sure the makeup sponges are not overheated with the presence of superheated vapours inside the sponges. For washing in the 

microwave, about 1 small bowl’s worth water, an estimated 500 millilitres is used for the initial microwaving. This is followed by further 
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handwashing under the tap, using an estimated 1.5 – 3.5 additional litres. This may be followed again by this whole process a second time 

depending on how dirty your sponge is. We therefore estimated overall water use to fall between 2 – 4 litres. 

Method Bacteria Comparisons 

A sample of 8 bacteria filled sponges were used to compare cleaning with the STYLPROTM SqueezeTM to cleaning with fairy liquid 

(3 samples), a name brand makeup sponge cleanser (3 samples), and a name brand makeup sponge bar of soap (2 samples). The makeup 

sponges were cut in half and one half was cleaned with the STYLPROTM SqueezeTM while the other half was cleaned with one of the 

comparative methods. The entire outer, external surface of each half of the makeup sponges were swabbed with a sterile cotton tipped 

swab which was subsequently used to inoculate a nutrient agar petri dish with a zig-zap pattern 12 passes long, turned 90°, and followed by 

another 12 passes. The petri dishes were allowed to grow for 24-hours in a 37°C incubator, at which point they were photographed. The 

cultures were counted with the aid of OpenCFU, an open source CFU counting software. The resulting photographs and figures can be found 

in Appendix A.  

2.0 Annual Global Disposal of Makeup Sponges 

The claim that the number of annually disposed makeup sponges stretch from the North Pole to the South Pole was estimated 

using a branded makeup sponge roughly 65mm length nose to end, cited as the most common makeup sponge sold in 2020. The sponge is 

roughly 65mm in length nose to end. Based on the findings of research experts, 324.8 million makeup sponges were sold in 2020. Based on 

a study we conducted of 2671 people, only 15% of our participant’s sponges were one year or older (Maia Research, 2021). Moreover, a 

leading makeup sponge manufacturer states that their makeup sponges will last “anywhere from 3 to 6 months depending on how well you 

take care of them” (Beauty Blender, 2019). Since the year-to-year growth of makeup sponges sold worldwide grows by a factor smaller that 

100%, it is unlikely to assume that users of the makeup sponges are following the advice of manufacturers or that our survey is reflective of 

the steady state lifecycle of makeup sponges. To estimate the number of makeup sponges disposed of annually, we have taken the 

conservative estimate of 324.8 million, the same number purchased (Maia Research, 2021). Using this estimate and taking the 

aforementioned standard makeup sponge as an average sized makeup sponge, we can calculate the distance that these sponges would 

cover if laid end-to-end. The resulting distance is 21,112 km. According to (Georg, 2021), the distance from the North Pole to the South Pole 

is 20,014 km. This means that we estimate that all the makeup sponges disposed of within a one-year time-period laid end-to-end is further 

than the distance from the North Pole to the South Pole. 

It should further be noted that all figures pertaining to sales and items sold nationally or globally were obtained from (Maia 

Research, 2021). This includes the following statements that Stylideas has made: “11 million [makeup sponges] were purchased in the UK” 

and “£650 million was spent [on makeup sponges] worldwide”. 

Most makeup sponges are made from plastics that are not biodegradable. We infer this seeing as only recently have 

biodegradable sponges come available, with the most notable adding to a popular makeup sponge company’s line-up rather than in place 

of their most popular products. Since it is highly unlikely that such a new product from so few brands is the majority of makeup sponges 

sold, we infer that these must make up the minority of makeup sponges sold. 

3.0 Cleanliness Assessment 

Evidence of Bacteria Claim 

When referring to “evidence of bacteria” we are referring to a measurement of Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate (ATP). Further to this, 

when we compare cleanliness, we are comparing Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate. Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate is a simple form of energy used by 

all living cells and is present in surfaces in the form of food or plant residue and micro-organisms such as bacteria. There is strong evidence 

linking Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate to bacteria and as such Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate is often used to assess cleanliness of hospital 

equipment and food-bearing surfaces. In the food industry, Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate often comes from food residue. In our tests, we are 

testing makeup sponges. Since Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate is so closely linked with bacteria, and a landmark study (Bashir & Lambert, 2020) 

has shown the prevalence of bacteria on makeup sponges, it is safe to assume that the sponges we test will be teeming with bacteria and 

that Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate is a good indicator of the bacteria present on these sponges. Moreover, Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate is 

present in microorganisms and nutrients for microorganisms to feed from (3M, 2010) meaning that the Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate measures 

both bacteria and potential bacteria growth in the form of food on which the bacteria can feed. 

Cleanliness Measurement 

The Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate of the makeup sponges was measured using the 3M Clean-Trace. The surface of the sponges 

were swabbed once all over to obtain a sample of the exterior of the sponges and subsequently tested. Note that in the cases of sponges 

with excessive makeup pigment on the sampled surface, the Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate measurement may have been underestimated due 

to the pigment interfering with the measurement resulting in a lower value. A standardized swab area is 100cm2 and a common branded 

makeup sponge has a surface area of roughly 80cm2, thus an average makeup sponge is below the standardized swab area. This results in 

an underestimated measurement when compared to cleanliness standards using the 3M Clean-Trace, 250-500 RLU/100cm2 for healthcare 

environments (Amodio & Dino, 2014). 

Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate Conversion 

Our “evidence of bacteria” figures were determined by converting Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate to bacteria. This was done using a 

similar method to that of (Aiken, Wilson, & Pratten, 2011). We converted RLU to Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate using (Hygiena, 2021) and 
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(Scigiene, 2018). This was confirmed to be accurate via internal testing where known samples of Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate were used to 

determine the 3M Clean-Trace relationship between RLU and Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate. Overall, our estimates proved to be conservative 

compared to previous works (Omidbakhsh, Ahmadpour, & Kenny, 2014) and are in line with results obtained with makeup sponges in (Bashir 

& Lambert, 2020). 

Cleanliness Comparisons 

All cleanliness comparisons such as the toilet-brush and toilet seat comparisons were obtained by comparing Adenosine 5'-

Triphosphate measurements. Again, the comparison is “evidence of bacteria” because the Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate is a strong indicator 

of bacteria as mentions in the previous sections and Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate is a well-established way of assessing cleanliness. The data 

is from that of a shared toilet and male university house toilet brush. 

4.0 Bacteria Prevalence on Makeup Sponges 

Dirty makeup sponges are full of bacteria. We have stated that the average makeup sponge has over 1 million bacteria; however, 

this simplified statement grossly underestimated the bacteria prevalent on the average dirty makeup sponge. This figure comes from (Bashir 

& Lambert, 2020) where the number of colony forming units (CFU) on the tip of makeup sponges was assessed. The study only tested the 

makeup sponge’s tips and did not test the bacteria present on the entire sponges. Of the sponges tested in this study, the number of colony 

forming units ranged from around 10 to over 100 million. 

 

 

The bacteria found in makeup sponges in the aforementioned study are E.coli, Citrobacter freundii, Acinetobacter ursingii, 

Pseudomonas monteilii, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Bashir & Lambert, 2020). E. coli is a type of bacteria commonly found in the gut and 

is a good indicator of faecal contamination (Batt, 2014). Additionally, E. coli “is the most common cause of acute urinary tract infections as 

well as urinary tract sepsis” (Percival & Williams, 2014) and it is also known for causing severe illness such as bloody diarrhoea. C. Freundii 

is commonly found in the gut and in fecal matter (Schloissnig, et al., 2013) can cause infections, such as in wounds, urinary tract infections, 

respiratory infections, meningitis, and sepsis (Wanger, et al., 2017). P. monteilii and P. aeruginosa can the gut and fecal matter and can 

cause infections via cuts in the skin, particularly with immunocompromised individuals. Makeup sponges allow micro-organisms to 

proliferate and could seriously risk the health of their users (Bashir & Lambert, 2020). EU guidance says that 102 CFM/mL is the highest 

concentration of bacteria that cosmetics should contain when applied around the eyes and other cosmetics should have a maximum of 103 

CFU/mL (Bernauer, et al., 2016). With orders of magnitude more bacteria present on an average used makeup sponge, it is clear why there 

are infection concerns. These harmful microorganisms can cause acne breakouts, serious skin and eye infections, viral illnesses, and pose a 

serious issues for your immune system, such as by potentially leading to sepsis. 

5.0 Internal Study and Survey 

Internal Study Summary 

Our team received over 1000 used makeup sponges from real people to conduct an array of different tests with the STYLPROTM 

SqueezeTM. We randomly sampled 500 of these makeup sponges to be used for cleanliness testing. The 500 were tested using the 3M Clean-

Trace, swabbing the entire surface of the sponge a single time. This provides a cleanliness rating in relative light units (RLU) which is a 

qualitative measure of the Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate collected on the swab. Since Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate is only present in living cells, 

this is a good indicator of the bacteria and overall cleanliness of makeup sponges. The makeup sponges with the highest RLU values were 

then used to inoculate petri dishes. The sponges were again swabbed over the entire surface of the sponge 1x and the swab was then used 

using either a zig-zag pattern with 12 streaks followed by another pass turned 90°, or the swab swabbed over the entire surface of the petri 

dish turning 45° after each pass until being turned 360°. The petri dishes contained nutrient agar and were sealed after inoculation with 

parafilm and placed into an incubator at 37°C for 24 hours. The process by which the petri dishes were inoculated is a fair sample of the 

dirtiness of the sponges; however, reliable quantitative measurements should not be drawn from the number of colony forming units (CFU) 

Figure 1. CFU count of makeup sponges in relation to sponge age. 

Adapted from Figure 2 from (Bashir & Lambert, 2020). 
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present after incubation. Instead, the number of CFU can be used as a relative comparison between other petri dishes inoculated in a similar 

fashion with samples taken either in a similar manner, from a similar sample area, or from the entire area of exposure to a user, such as the 

entire top surface of a toilet seal. 

Claims resulting from our internal study 

 Our internal study was able to give figures pertaining to the Adenosine 5'-Triphosphate of 500 sponges and were compared to 

comparison surfaces. This includes the following statements: “74% more evidence of bacteria than a toilet seat”, “27 worse than toilet 

brush”, and “1/3 of sponges we received were washed by hand in the last month, and out of these, 74% still had more evidence of bacteria 

than a toilet seat”. When we state that “82% failed 3M hygiene test limit”, we are referring to the 3M Cleantrace ATP limit of 250 

RLU/100cm^2 as has been shown to be a (Lewis, Griffith, Gallo, & Weinbre, 2008). 

Most Popular Washing Method Claim 

The “most popular method of washing sponges is washing by hand”. This is backed up by our survey where 80% of survey 

participants washed their sponges by hand. 

Survey Overview 

A total of 2671 surveys were collected from the public and 308 of these are associated with sponges that were tested. These 

surveys contained the following questions: 

How long have you had this sponge? 
a) Less than a month 
b) 3 months 
c) 3-6 months 
d) 6-12 months 
e) 1 year or more 
f) Can't remember 

 

How frequently did you use this makeup sponge? 
a) Every day 
b) 2-5 times a week 
c) A few times a month 
d) Once a month or less 

When did you last clean this makeup sponge? 
a) This week 
b) This month 
c) 3 months ago 
d) 6 months ago 
e) Never 

How do you clean your makeup sponges? 
a) By hand 
b) In microwave 
c) Washing machine 
d) I don't I throw them in the bin 
e) Other 

 

6.0 STYLPROTM Sponge SparkleTM Makeup Sponge Cleanser 

Cleanser Overview 

The SYLIDEAS teams has spent a great deal of time working on developing a cleanser that can effectively clean makeup from 

makeup sponges. This is a similar formulation to our STYPRO makeup brush cleanser, which was designed in a similar fashion to effectively 

clean makeup from makeup brushes. The cleanser acts as a solvent for the oils and pigments present in the makeup. The washing process 

is designed to remove most of this cleanser that contains the makeup taken out of the sponges. If there are stains that are not removed by 

the cleanser, then these are likely to not have much effect on the use of further makeup as there is likely to be little oils and/or loose pigment 

in these stains. If the cleanser removed contains a large quantity of makeup, then the small amount left in the sponge will also still contain 

an amount of makeup. This fact is why in some cases, a sponge may appear dull after washing, due to a portion of the cleanser remaining in 

the surface of the sponge. This is why we typically suggest to repeat the cleaning process if so required by a dirtier sponge, so that any 

remaining dirty cleanser may be further diluted and any of the remaining makeup can be removed from the sponges. 

Cleanser and Packaging Claims 

 This product is labelled as “vegan” as it has been reviewed and certified by The Vegan Society . The cleanser is “fragrance free” 

as it contains no ingredients classified as a fragrance. The bottle and cap are both 100% recyclable as disclosed by our manufacturers. 

Residual Cleanser after Cleaning 

Any remaining cleanser on the surface of the sponge that has not been spun off after the washing of the makeup sponges using 

the STYLPROTM SqueezeTM has beneficial properties. This is the light residue that may be left on the surface of the clean sponges. The 

ingredients are common cosmetics ingredients and are commonly used in foundations, mascaras, eye liners, creams, moisturizers, and more. 

These ingredients are used in these cosmetics to lubricate the skin and improve the appearance of makeup on the skin, particularly when 

used with foundations. The ingredients cannot be absorbed by the skin. Further to this, they are non-comedogenic, meaning they resultantly 

do not clog pores. This means that it sits on top of the skin and forms a protective layer to prevent moisture loss and allow for natural 

moisturizing of the skin. 
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7.0 Product Component Description 

The STYLPROTM SqueezeTM includes: 

Bowl A bowl specially designed for use with boiling water and STYLPROTM Sponge SparkleTM cleanser. It has been 
designed to take the abuse of impacts from the Press while spinning and while being pressed into the bowl during 
the message phase of the sponge cleaning process. The two lips on the side of the bowl are there so that the user 
can hold onto the bowl easily to minimize the risk of tipping. It also acts as a location that will not be hot from the 
boiling water from which a user can support the bowl. 

Press A mechanical device used for manipulating and squeezing makeup sponges. This device has been designed with a 
latching mechanism that prevents movement in the up or in the down direction depending on the location of the 
plunger. When the plunger is pulled completely up relative to the press, the latching mechanism preventing the 
plunger from being pressed back down engages. Below this zone, an inverted latching mechanism engages. This 
prevents the plunger from being forced back up. The latching locking the plunger up allows the user to have their 
hands a further distance from the boiling water while pressing the sponge. The lacking preventing the plunger from 
moving in the upwards direction allowing the sponge to be squeezed and the water to be forced from the sponges. 

Pebble An electronic device that is designed to be held and fit into a coupler in the Press. The Press can then be spun, 
actively dry the makeup sponge and removing all excess water from the Press. 

Sponge 
Sparkle 

The STYLPROTM Sponge SparkleTM is a cleanser specially designed to remove makeup from the makeup sponges. 
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Appendix A 

A1 

Makeup 
Sponges 
ID 

Soap Bacteria 
After Soap 
(CFU) 

Bacteria 
After SC 
(CFU) 

S1 Fairy Liquid 216 60 

S2 Name Brand Makeup 
Sponge Soap 

65 18 

S3 Name Brand Makeup 
Sponge Cleanser 

66000 95 

S4 Fairy Liquid 1480 187 

S5 Name Brand Makeup 
Sponge Soap 

5724 21 

S6 Fairy Liquid 1786 9 

S7 Name Brand Makeup 
Sponge Cleanser 

1842 132 

S8 Name Brand Makeup 
Sponge Cleanser 

1616 15 
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A2 

S1 

  

S2 
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S3 

  

S4 
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S5 

  

S6 
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S7 

  

S8 

  
 


